Make Our Space Your Place
to rent

City of Dayton Department of Recreation and Youth Services

Pool Group Rental
Rules and Regulations

Aquatic Facility: ____________________________________________________________

Group Name: ______________________________________________________________

Contact Person: ____________________________________________________________

Phone: __________________________

The following rules and regulations have been established by the City of Dayton to govern the usage of its public swimming pools by all groups of swimmers.

If Children are 9 or older: (1) Adult for every (20) Children.
If Children are 5-8 years old: (1) Adult for every (10) Children at pools where water depth starts less than 3 feet.
(1) Adult for every (5) Children at pools where water depth starts at 3 feet or greater.*
*Special circumstances will be considered on an individual site basis.
If Children are 4 & under: (1) Parent or Guardian for every (1) Child.

☑ All groups must check in with pool manager upon arrival.
☑ One Group Supervisor must be designated by the group to act as the liaison to the aquatic staff. The group supervisor must be at least 18 years of age or older. Additional adults must be at least 16 years of age or older.
☑ The group supervisor must inform the aquatic staff of any medical problems that may exist with any of the group members prior to entering the pool.
☑ Direct supervision of children by the adults must be maintained at all times while the group is in and/or near the water. Adults must have visual contact with the children in their group at all times and either be in the pool (swim suit only) with the children or on deck, at the edge of the pool where the children are playing. **Supervision is defined as being able to see/hear/discipline the children that the adult is directly responsible for watching.**
☑ The aquatic facility’s staff on duty are in charge at all times, and
☑ The adults in attendance with their group are expected to support the aquatic facility’s staff in the enforcement of all rules and regulations.

The rules and regulations listed have been established for the safety of all participants and to enable your group to have a safe and enjoyable time at City of Dayton aquatic facilities. Thereby, as the group representative, I have read the above rules and regulations and agree to abide by them.

General Pool Rules

1. No food, gum, drinks, or glass containers allowed in pool area.
2. No smoking, alcohol or drugs.
3. No profanity (Bad Language).
4. Proper swim attire must be worn in pool (swim suits with liners). No cut clothing, basketball shorts or shirts over swim suits.
5. No running or pushing on deck or playing on or near ladders or ramps.
6. No diving in shallow water.
7. No hanging on lifelines.
8. No public display of affection.
9. No spitting in pool or on deck.
10. No flipping of towels.
11. Do not distract lifeguards on duty unless it is an emergency.
12. Non-swimmers must remain in shallow water at all times.
13. Beach balls, snorkels, fins, mask, & water toys will be permitted at the discretion of the lifeguard supervisor on duty.
14. Children 8 and under must be accompanied and supervised by an adult in the water at all times.
15. Everyone must shower with soap and water before entering the pool area.
16. Anyone with a communicable or infectious disease such as a skin infection or open wound are not permitted in the pool.
17. Staff are not responsible for personal belongings.
18. Pool usage permitted only while lifeguards are on duty.
19. Anyone refusing to cooperate with staff in matters of safety or discipline will be asked to leave with no refunds.
20. A swim test is required to swim in deep water at the discretion of the lifeguard.
21. You must be able to pass a swim test to go off diving boards.
22. Only one person on the diving board at a time.
23. Only one bounce or spring from the diving board is allowed.
24. No prolonged breath holding or underwater swimming.
25. Anyone leaving the pool must re-pay to re-enter.
26. The pool will close during thunderstorms. It will remain closed for 20 minutes after the last thunder is heard or lightning is seen.

Group Representative Signature: __________________________ Date: ________________

Aquatic Facility Representative Signature: __________________________ Date: ________________

Recreation and Youth Services...“Re-Creating your Recreation Experience”